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ABSTRACT

Sequential onsisten y is a multipro essor memory model of

both pra ti al and theoreti al importan e. Designing and
implementing a memory system that eÆ iently provides a
given memory model is a hallenging and error-prone task,
so automated veri ation support would be invaluable. Unfortunately, the general problem of de iding whether a nitestate proto ol implements sequential onsisten y is unde idable. In this paper, we identify a restri ted lass of proto ols
for whi h verifying sequential onsisten y is de idable. The
lass in ludes all published sequentially onsistent proto ols
that are known to us, and we argue why the lass is likely to
in lude all real sequentially onsistent proto ols. In prin iple, our method an be applied in a ompletely automated
fashion for veri ation of all implemented proto ols.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.3.3 [Performan e Analysis and Design Aids℄: [Formal Models℄; C.0 [Computer Systems Organization℄:
General|systems spe i ation methodology
General Terms
theory, veri ation
Keywords
sequential onsisten y, memory model, model he king
1. INTRODUCTION
The memory model of a shared memory multipro essor is a
spe i ation of how memory will behave from the programmer's perspe tive. Memory systems use intri ate nite-state
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proto ols to implement the desired memory model. These
proto ols are notoriously diÆ ult to design and debug |
be ause the primary obje tive is performan e rather than
simpli ity | making them natural targets for formal veri ation.
Sequential onsisten y is a memory model introdu ed by
Lamport [9℄. A memory system is sequentially onsistent
i there always exists an interleaving of the program orders of all the pro essors su h that ea h load returns the
value of the most re ent store to the same address. Sequential onsisten y is important both as a pra ti al memory
model that provides intuitive ease-of-programming while allowing eÆ ient hardware optimizations (e.g. [8℄) and also as
an extensively studied memory model that an be used to
understand other, more relaxed models (e.g. [1℄).

Ideally, we would like an algorithm that inspe ts a nitestate proto ol and determines automati ally whether or not
the proto ol provides sequential onsisten y. Unfortunately,
the general problem of de iding sequential onsisten y of a
nite-state proto ol is unde idable [3℄.
Real proto ols, however, might not be fully general, suggesting that the unde idability result may not be relevant
in pra ti e. Suppose we an hara terize a lass of proto ols
with the following properties: membership in the lass is
de idable, all members of the lass are sequentially onsistent, and all real proto ols that implement sequential onsisten y belong to the lass. This paper proposes su h a lass,
thereby redu ing automati veri ation of real, sequentially
onsistent proto ols to testing for membership in the protool lass.
The basis for our veri ation method is a graph-based definition of sequential onsisten y that arises in the work of
Gibbons and Kora h [6℄. For an exe ution tra e of a protool, they de ne a onstraint graph with a node for ea h load
and store operation in the tra e. The graph has four kinds of
edges: edges that enfor e program order for ea h pro essor,
edges that provide a total order over all store nodes to ea h
memory lo ation, edges from ea h store node to every load
node that gets its value from that store, and for ed edges
from ea h load node to the store node that follows in the
total store order the store node from whi h the load got its

value. A proto ol is sequentially onsistent if and only if all
of its tra es have a y li onstraint graphs.

ombinations relate to sequential onsisten y and to the
lass of proto ols we an handle is an open question.

To perform automati formal veri ation using this formulation of sequential onsisten y, we must provide an automati
way to onstru t the onstraint graph and verify that it is
a y li for all possible exe utions of the proto ol. In pra ti e, this suggests that the onstru tion and he king of the
onstraint graph must be done in (hopefully small) nite
state, so that automati veri ation based on nite-state
model he king [5℄ is possible.

At a re ent, informal workshop, Qadeer proposed an approa h for automati ally verifying that a memory proto ol
implements a memory model [13℄. The basi idea is to identify and formalize many assumptions that typi ally hold of
real proto ols and real memory models. In the presen e of
these assumptions, one an generate a nite-state witness
automati ally. The proto ol lass we an verify is mu h
more general than Qadeer's, whi h annot handle Afek et
al's Lazy Ca hing proto ol [2℄, for example. On the other
hand, his omplexity bounds (on the size of the nite state
witness) are better than ours, and he onsiders memory
models other than just sequential onsisten y. We believe
the two approa hes are omplementary: Qadeer's approa h
an be generalized by adopting our model; our approa h an
be made more eÆ ient by exploiting Qadeer's assumptions.

The remainder of this paper addresses these problems. In
Se tion 3, we introdu e a graph des ription notation tailored
to des ribe onstraint graphs, and a nite-state he ker to
verify that a graph so des ribed is a y li . We des ribe how
the graph des ription notation and he ker an be used to
verify sequential onsisten y. In Se tion 4, we show how
real proto ols an be annotated with nite-state information, to obtain a nite state observer whi h generates a des ription of the onstraint graph. Our method of generating
this des ription hara terizes a lass of proto ols for whi h
sequential onsisten y is de idable, and we argue why all
real proto ols are likely to belong to this lass. Finally, we
derive size bounds on the nite-state observer, suggesting
that our method is at the edge of what is urrently feasible
for automati veri ation tools.

1.1 Related Work
There has been onsiderable work over the years on verifying memory system proto ols and memory models. For
brevity, we mention here only losely related work, pertaining to nite-state veri ation of proto ols with respe t to
sequential onsisten y.
Plakal et al. [12℄ introdu e a veri ation approa h based on
logi al lo ks and apply it to a dire tory based proto ol.
Our approa h is inspired by the logi al lo ks approa h, but
in ontrast to logi al lo ks, whi h are unbounded, our approa h redu es veri ation to a language in lusion problem
between nite state automata.
Henzinger et al. [7℄ propose a very similar approa h to ours,
using a nite-state observer to reorder loads and stores to
onstru t a witness of sequential onsisten y. Be ause of
the nite-state limit on reordering, the method is too restri tive to handle most real proto ols. One ould view our
approa h as a generalization of theirs that handles all realisti proto ols. We note that Henzinger et al. prove very
strong results for proto ols in their restri tive lass, namely
that it is suÆ ient to redu e veri ation of a proto ol with
arbitrarily large parameters (number of pro essors, number
of blo ks, number of values per blo k) to a xed-parameter
problem. In ontrast, our method applies to veri ation of
only xed-parameter proto ols.
Nalumasu et al. [11℄ propose the Test Model-Che king te hnique, in whi h a proto ol is he ked against various predened nite-state automata that test ertain memory model
properties. These tests an be onsidered to be nite-state
observers. By ombining these tests, it is possible to verify
memory models that are lose to, but not identi al to, sequential onsisten y. Determining exa tly how these test

At the same workshop, we presented a preliminary version
of the ideas that evolved into this work [10℄. The general
approa h was the same as in this paper, but the underlying model for re ording and he king onstraints was di erent, resulting in wildly impra ti al nite-state size bounds.
In subsequent work [4℄, we demonstrated that the method
does allow veri ation, using urrent model- he king tools,
of the sequential onsisten y of a substantial a he protool, provided that some human insight is used to redu e the
omplexity of the observer. In ontrast, the present paper
presents a revised theoreti al framework that en ompasses a
broader lass of proto ols, yet allows proving mu h stronger
omplexity bounds, suggesting that this work will apply to
more proto ols and be fully automatable in pra ti e. We do
not have experimental results yet, but are hopeful given our
previous experien es.

2. DEFINITIONS
2.1 Protocols
A proto ol P is a tuple (p; b; v; Q; q0 ; A [ A0 ; Æ [ Æ 0 ; ?).
The onstants p, b, and v spe ify the number of pro essors,
memory blo ks, and data values in the proto ol. The symbol
? denotes the initial value of ea h blo k. The set of states
is Q, of whi h q0 is the initial state. The set A is the set of
all a tions of the proto ol that are LD and ST operations,
namely a tions of the form LD(P; B; V ) and ST(P; B; V ),
where 1  P  p, 1  B  b, and 1  V  v . For notational
onvenien e, we use *'s to denote sets of LD and ST a tions
over all values of a parameter: e.g., ST(*,B; V ) denotes the
set fST(P; B; V ) j 1  P  pg. Thus, A = ST(; ; ) [
LD(; ; ). A0 is the set of a tions of the proto ol other than
LD and ST operations. Corresponding to A and A0 there
are two transition relations, Æ and Æ 0 , with Æ  Q  A  Q
and Æ 0  Q  A0  Q.
A sequen e of a tions A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; Ak is a proto ol run if
there is a sequen e of states q0 ; q1 ; q2 ; : : : ; qk su h that for
all j , with 1  j  k, the transition (qj 1 ; Aj ; qj ) 2 Æ [
Æ 0 . A proto ol tra e is the subsequen e of a proto ol run
that in ludes only the a tions in A (i.e., the ST and LD
operations). Two proto ols P and P 0 are equivalent if the
set of tra es of P equals the set of tra es of P 0 . Note that
the runs and tra es of a proto ol are nite, so our theory
uses regular automata rather than ! -automata.

2.2 Sequential Consistency
Intuitively, a serial tra e is one in whi h ea h LD returns
the value of the most re ent (prior to the LD) ST to the
same blo k. If there were no prior STs to that blo k, the
load must return ?. Formally, a tra e T = t1 ; t2 ; : : : ; tk
is a serial tra e if for all blo ks B and values V , for all
1  j  k:
(tj 2 LD(; B; V )) )
1
0
(V = ?) ^ 8i<j [ti 62 ST(; B; )℄



_
9h<j [th 2 ST(; B; V ) ^ 8ih<i<j (ti 62 ST(; B; )℄

A:

A reordering of a tra e of length k is simply a permutation
 of the numbers from 1 to k. Let  =  (1);  (2); : : :  (k)
be a reordering of a tra e T . Let T 0 = t(1) ; t(2) ; : : : t(k) .
 is alled a serial reordering and T 0 is the orresponding
serial tra e if  and T 0 have the following two properties.
First,  preserves the \per pro essor" order of T , i.e., for
all pro essors P , if ta and tb are operations of pro essor P
then a < b if and only if  1 (a) <  1 (b). Se ond, T 0 must
be a serial tra e.
A proto ol is sequentially onsistent if all of its tra es
have a serial reordering.

3.

VERIFICATION USING CONSTRAINT
GRAPHS
In our method for verifying that a proto ol is sequentially
onsistent, a nite-state observer wat hes a proto ol as it
exe utes and gathers information about how to reorder the
tra e. The observer presents this information, in the form
of a nite-state onstraint graph, to a he ker. A key task of
the he ker, whi h is also nite state, is to ensure that the
graph is a y li . Veri ation redu es to proving that the
he ker a epts all onstraint graphs generated by the observer. See Figure 1. Overall, the method exploits the \less
is more" prin iple: a total reordering of a tra e is too mu h
to be olle ted and he ked with a nite number of states,
but partial information about the reordering is suÆ ient to
dedu e sequential onsisten y.
We rst de ne sequential onsisten y using graph-theoreti
notation. Appli ation of this de nition to proto ol veri ation requires a nite state method for testing if a graph
is a y li . In Se tion 3.2, we identify a lass of graphs for
whi h this test an be done. We des ribe the nite state
y le- he ker in Se tion 3.3. We ombine everything into
our veri ation method in Se tion 3.4.

3.1 A Graph-Based Definition of Sequential
Consistency
A onstraint graph G for a tra e T re ords ordering onstraints on the operations in T that must be obeyed for T
to have a serial reordering. The nodes of G are labeled by
operations of T . Nodes are numbered by onse utive integers, starting from 1, a ording to their order in the tra e.
Edges of G in lude program order edges, along with inheritan e edges, whi h indi ate from whi h ST operation a LD
inherits its value; ST order edges, whi h provide a total ordering of all ST nodes to the same blo k, and for ed edges,
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Figure 1: Veri ation Method Overview. The Observer is simply the original proto ol augmented
with reordering information. Automati reation
of the observer is dis ussed in Se tion 4. The observer generates a des ription of a onstraint graph,
whi h is he ked by a nite-state he ker. The same
he ker is used for all proto ols. Constraint graphs
and the he ker are des ribed in Se tion 3. The
tra e equivalen e he k an be omitted in pra ti e
be ause the observer is reated in a non-interfering
way from the original proto ol.
whi h for e the onstraint that on any path from a ST node
to a LD node that inherits its value, there is no other ST
node to the same blo k. More pre isely, edges of G must
satisfy the following edge annotation onstraints:
1. Ea h edge may be annotated as an inheritan e, program order, ST order, or for ed edge. An edge may
have zero or more annotations.
2. For ea h pro essor P , if u nodes of G are labeled by
operations of P then G has u 1 program order edges
that de ne a total order on these u operations, onsistent with tra e order.
3. For ea h blo k B , if u nodes of G are labeled by ST
operations to B , then G has u 1 ST order edges that
de ne a total order on these u operations.
4. Ea h node labeled by LD(P; B; V ) has one in oming
inheritan e edge from a ST(P 0 ; B; V ) node (where P
may equal P 0 ).
5. For all nodes i, j , and k su h that there is a ST order
edge from i to k and an inheritan e edge from i to
j , there is a for ed edge on some path from j to k.
Spe i ally, if j is labeled by LD(P; B; V ) then there
is either a for ed edge dire tly from j to k or there
is a (program order) path from j to another node j 0
labeled by LD(P; B; V ), and a for ed edge from j 0 tok.
Similarly, for ea h node j labeled by a LD(P; B; ?)
operation, there is a for ed edge on the path to the
rst node in the ST order for blo k B .
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Figure 2: A Constraint Graph. Edge labels indi ate
inheritan e (inh), program order (po), store order
(STo), or \for ed" edges. The inheritan e edge from
node 1 to node 4 and the store order edge from node
1 to node 3 for es an edge from node 4 to node 3,
whi h prevents tra e orders in whi h the LD in node
4 does not get its value from the most re ent ST.
The graph has no annotated edges other than those spe i ed
in 2-5 above. An example of a onstraint graph is given
in Figure 2. The following laim is impli it in the work
of Gibbons and Kora h [6℄ and follows dire tly from the
de nition of onstraint graph.
Claim 3.1. A tra e T has a serial reordering if and only
if some onstraint graph for T is a y li .

3.2 Node Bandwidth Bounded Graphs
For veri ation purposes, we are interested in onstraint
graphs (with ordered nodes) that are node bandwidth
bounded. We denote the set f1; 2; : : : ; ig by Ni . We say that
a graph with node set Nn is k-node bandwidth bounded if
for all i, at most k nodes in Ni have edges to or from nodes
in the set Nn Ni . For example, the graph in Figure 2
is 3-node-bandwidth bounded. Note that node bandwidth
boundedness is a property of both the graph and a xed
node ordering. Also, note that our de nition di ers from
the usual edge-based notion of graph bandwidth, e.g., the
number of edges between nodes in Ni and Nn Ni may
be unbounded. For brevity, we omit the word \node" and
simply refer to bandwidth bounded graphs.

Our approa h is like the naive approa h, but is nite-state
by exploiting k-bandwidth boundedness. In our approa h,
node numbers are not used dire tly to identify nodes and
edges. Rather, ea h node has an ID (identi ation number)
between 1 and k + 1. When all edges in or out of the node
with ID i have been listed, this node may be removed from
the identi ation s heme and i an be used to identify another node. The graph in Figure 2 is 3-bandwidth bounded,
so we an des ribe it as:
1, ST(P 1; B; 1), 2, LD(P 2; B; 1), (1,2), inh, 3,
ST(P 1; B; 2), (1,3), po-STo, 4, LD(P 2; B; 1), (1,4),
inh, (2,4), po, (4,3), for ed, 1, LD(P 2; B; 2), (3,1),
inh, (4,1), po

More formally, with respe t to some xed k and symbol alphabets A and E , we de ne a node des riptor to be a symbol
in Nk+1 , possibly followed by a symbol in A (that is, a node
ID possibly followed by a node label) and an edge des riptor
to be a symbol of the form (i; j ) where i; j 2 Nk+1 , possibly
followed by a symbol in E . A sequen e of node des riptors and edge des riptors is a k-graph des riptor. Testing
if a string is a proper graph des riptor (does not have two
onse utive symbols from A, for example), is easily done in
nite state.
Let s be a k-graph des riptor. The graph G represented
by s has a number of nodes equal to the number of node
des riptors of s, with the ith node having the label (if any) of
the ith node des riptor. Asso iated with ea h pre x s0 of s is
a set of a tive nodes whi h are asso iated with ID's, de ned
as follows. If s0 has fewer than i node des riptors, then
ID(i; s0 ) is unde ned. If s0 has exa tly i node des riptors
with the ith having ID I , then ID(i; s0 ) = I . Finally, suppose
that s0 has more than i node des riptors, with the ith having
ID I . If no node des riptor in s0 after the ith node des riptor
has ID I , then ID(i; s0 ) = I , else ID(i; s0 ) is unde ned. Now,
the edges of G are de ned as follows: for ea h pre x of the
form s0 ; (I; I 0 ) of s, if for some pair (i; j ) of nodes of G,
ID(i; s0 ) = I and ID(j; s0 ) = I 0 then edge (i; j ) is in G.
Moreover, if s0 ; (I; I 0 ); is also a pre x of s for some 2 E
then the edge (i; j ) has label .

We will represent a dire ted, k-bandwidth bounded graph
G as a string, in a way that fa ilitates a nite state test
that a graph is a y li . For later onvenien e, nodes and
edges of G may have labels from some nite alphabets A
and E , respe tively. (In our appli ation, A will be the set of
tra e operations, and symbols in E will denote the edge annotations of se tion 3.1.) Intuitively, our graph des ription
notation simply lists nodes by number and edges as pairs of
node numbers, with additional labels (if any) immediately
following the node or edge to whi h they belong. A naive
approa h numbers all nodes and lists them in order. For example, the graph in Figure 2 orresponds to the des ription:

A slightly extended notation for des ribing k-bandwidth
bounded graphs will be useful later. Intuitively, in this extension, an a tive node may have more than one ID. This
is useful, for example, when modeling the following situation: the value of a ST node in the onstraint graph is in
multiple a he lo ations of a nite state proto ol, in whi h
ase it is onvenient that these lo ation addresses are the
graph IDs for the ST node. For this purpose, we extend
our graph des riptor strings to be sequen es of node des riptors, edge des riptors and also symbols from the set
fadd-ID(
I; I 0 ) j 1  I; I 0  k + 1g. Intuitively, the add0
ID(I; I ) symbol auses the ID I 0 to be added to the node
with ID I (and I 0 is no longer asso iated with any other
node).

1, ST(P 1; B; 1), 2, LD(P 2; B; 1), (1,2), inh, 3,
ST(P 1; B; 2), (1,3), po-STo, 4, LD(P 2; B; 1), (1,4),
inh, (2,4), po, (4,3), for ed, 5, LD(P 2; B; 2), (3,5),
inh, (4,5), po

Su h an extended graph des riptor represents a graph in
whi h the nodes and node labels are de ned just as for a
valid string. To de ne the edges, for ea h node i, we de ne
the ID-set of i with respe t to s0 , denoted by ID-set(i; s0 ),

as follows. If s0 has fewer than i node des riptors, then IDset(i; s0 ) is empty. If s0 has exa tly i node des riptors with
the ith having ID I , then ID-set(i; s0 ) = fI g. Next, suppose
that s0 has more than i node des riptors.

 If s0 = s00 ; I and I 2 ID-set(
i; s00 ), then ID-set(i; s0 ) is
de ned to be ID-set(i; s00 ) fI g. (ID I is now being





used to label another node, and so is no longer in the
ID-set of the ith node.)
If s0 = s00 ; add-ID(I; I 0 ) and I 2 ID-set(i; s00 ), then IDset(i; s0 ) is de ned to be ID-set(i; s00 )[fI 0 g. (Add I 0
to the ID-set of node i.)
If s0 = s00 ; add-ID(I 0 ; I ) with I 6= I 0 and I 2
ID-set(i; s00 ), then ID-set(i; s0 ) is de ned to be IDset(i; s00 ) fI g. (Again, ID I is now being used to label
another node, and so is no longer in the ID-set of the
ith node.)
Otherwise, ID-set(i; s0 ) = ID-set(i; s00 ). (No hange to
the ID-set of the ith node.)

Then, the edges of G are de ned as follows: for ea h pre x of
the form s0 (I; I 0 ) of s, if for some pair (i; j ) of nodes of G, I 2
ID-set(i; s0 ) and I 0 2ID-set(j; s0 ) then edge (i; j ) is in G. Any
extended graph des riptor an be onverted in nite state
to a (standard) graph des riptor without add-ID symbols,
so both types of des riptor an be used inter hangeably.

3.3 Checking for Cycles in a Bandwidth
Bounded Graph
Claim 3.2. There is a
nite state y le- he ker that,

3.4 Observer-Checker Verification Method
In our method for proto ol veri ation, the observer generates the same set of tra es as the proto ol, but augments
ea h tra e with a des ription of a k-bandwidth bounded
graph. Given a run of the observer, the he ker he ks that
the graph is an a y li onstraint graph for the tra e.
Let P be a proto ol. Let A be the set of LD and ST operations of P . An observer for P is itself a nite state proto ol.
The alphabet (set of a tions) of an observer onsists of the
symbols used in a k-graph des riptor for some k, in whi h
the node label set is A and the edge label set E is finh,
po, for ed, STo, po-STo, po-inh, po-for edg, where
inh, po, STo and for ed indi ate inheritan e, program order, ST order and for ed edges, respe tively, and po-STo,
po-inh, and po-for ed denote edges with two annotations.
Note that ea h run of an observer ontains a tra e as a subsequen e, namely the subsequen e of symbols from A.
An observer O for P is a witness for P if (i) the set of tra es
of O equals the set of tra es of P , and (ii) ea h run of O
des ribes an a y li onstraint graph (as de ned in se tion
3.1).
Che king property (i) an easily be redu ed to the language
equivalen e problem for nite state automata. In pra ti e,
this he k is trivial by onstru tion, sin e the observer is a
noninterfering augmentation of the proto ol. The he ker is
a nite state automaton that he ks property (ii). In what
follows, assume that k (the bandwidth bound) is xed. The
alphabet of the he ker equals that of the observer. Given as
input a run r of observer O, the he ker does the following:

 Run the y le- he ker for k-bandwidth bounded

given as input a k-graph des riptor, a epts if and only if
the string represents an a y li graph.

As node and edge des riptors are read o from the input
string, the y le- he ker maintains a so- alled a tive graph
ontaining at most k + 1 nodes, in whi h ea h node has a
unique ID. The he ker ignores edge labels and, upon reading a node ID or edge pair, does the following:

 When a node ID, say I , is read, then if there is a



node with ID I in the a tive graph, for all pairs of
edges (H; I ); (I; J ) in the a tive graph (where H; I; J
refer to node IDs) a new edge (H; J ) is added, if not
already in the graph. Then, the node with ID I and all
in ident edges are removed from the graph. Finally, a
new node with ID I is added to the graph.
When edge (I; I 0 ) is read, an edge is added from node
with ID I to the node with ID I 0 . If addition of this
edge introdu es a y le in the graph, the automaton
reje ts.

If, upon rea hing the end of the string, the he ker has not
reje ted, it a epts. Corre tness of the he ker follows from
the fa t that the node removal plus edge ontra tion done
in the rst test of the he ker preserves y les in the graph.



graphs on r. If the y le- he ker reje ts, then reje t. Otherwise, r is an a y li , k-bandwidth bounded
graph.
If not already reje ted, he k that edges satisfy the
edge annotation properties listed in se tion 3.1. If so,
then a ept else reje t.

By the de nition of a witness in se tion 3.1, the he ker
a epts if and only if r des ribes an a y li onstraint graph.
Also the he ker has a nite number of states sin e the y le
he ker of se tion 3.3 does, and the edge annotation he ks
are easy to do with a nite number of states. We now have
the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let P , O be proto ols. If O is a witness
for P , then P is sequentially onsistent. Moreover, testing
whether O is a witness for P an be redu ed to the language
in lusion problem for nite state automata.

4. VERIFICATION OF REAL-WORLD
PROTOCOLS
We laim that every real-world sequentially onsistent protool has a nite state witness observer and that the observer
an be generated automati ally from the proto ol. To provide intuition that supports this laim, we rst argue informally that a weaker property holds for real-world sequentially onsistent proto ols, namely that the witness graph

orresponding to ea h proto ol run is bandwidth bounded.
Later in this se tion we make this intuition pre ise, and also
show the stronger property that the witness graph orresponding to ea h run is not only bandwidth bounded but
an be generated in nite state from the run.
Let R be a run of a proto ol and let R1 be a pre x of R. Let
R2 be the orresponding suÆx of R, so that R = R1 R2 . We
need to show that if we view the operations of R as nodes
of a onstraint graph, the number of operations of R1 with
edges to operations of R2 is bounded. We onsider ea h type
of edge in turn. It is easy to see that at most p operations
of R1 have program order edges to operations of R2 , namely
the last operation in ea h pro essor's program order, if any.
We next onsider inheritan e edges; here we appeal to our
understanding of how real-world sequentially onsistent proto ols work. These proto ols reate \views" of a blo k via
ST operations, then opy these views into various proto ol
storage lo ations (su h as queues, network message pa kets,
or a hes of other pro essors) where they an be read via
the LD operation, and eventually delete or overwrite views.
Multiple views of a blo k may exist in the proto ol state.
For example, one pro essor may do a ST to a blo k, thus
reating a new view, while stale views of the blo k still exist
in other a hes. We all a ST operation of R1 inh-a tive if
one or more opies of the value (view) written by that ST is
stored in the proto ol state upon ompletion of run R1 . If
a ST is inh-a tive, its value may be inherited by LDs in R2 .
A key point is that, sin e the proto ol is nite-state, only a
onstant number of STs of R1 an be inh-a tive. Moreover,
in real-world proto ols, LDs of R2 that inherit their values
from STs of R1 an only do so from STs of R1 that are inha tive, be ause these LDs obtain their values from storage
lo ations of the proto ol.
Third, we onsider ST order edges. Again, we appeal to
a property of real-world proto ols here, namely that for all
runs, for ea h blo k B , the order of STs to B in the run is in
fa t the same as the order of the STs in the orresponding
serial reordering. Thus, if we all ST nodes of R1 with no
outgoing ST order edge STo-a tive nodes, the number of
STo-a tive nodes is at most the number of blo ks b of the
proto ol. (Our lass of veri able proto ols will a tually be
de ned in se tion 4.2 to en ompass proto ols that do not
satisfy this per-blo k real-time ST reordering property.)
Finally, we onsider for ed edges. The only LD nodes of
R1 that may have for ed edges to STs of R2 are those LDs
whi h inherit their values from STo-a tive STs of R1 . For
ea h STo-a tive operation S of R1 and ea h pro essor P ,
at most one LD of pro essor P in R1 need have a for ed
edge to a node in R2 , namely the last LD in P 's program
order that inherits its value from S . (This follows from edge
onstraint 5 of se tion 3.1.) Call su h a LD operation a
for ed-a tive LD. Thus, the number of for ed-a tive LDs of
R1 is at most pb. In addition, there may be ST nodes of
R1 that have in oming for ed edges from LD nodes in R2 .
Call these for ed-a tive STs. Ea h for ed-a tive ST is the
immediate su essor of an inh-a tive ST in ST order; thus,
the number of for ed-a tive STs is bounded by the number
of inh-a tive STs, and therefore is bounded.

In se tion 4.1 we de ne a lass of proto ols for whi h the
inheritan e edges of a onstraint graph an be generated in
nite state. Proto ols in this lass have two properties, motivated by our informal arguments above. First, on a LD
transition, the value of the LD is obtained from a known
storage lo ation of the proto ol. Se ond, by tra king the
movement of data among proto ol storage lo ations, it is
possible to automati ally infer whi h ST onferred its value
to ea h storage lo ation. Then in se tion 4.2 we des ribe
onditions under whi h the ST order edges of a onstraint
graph an be generated in nite state. In se tion 4.3, we
de ne a lass of proto ols that simultaneously satisfy the
onditions of se tions 4.1 and 4.2. We show that for proto ols in , the for ed edges of a proto ol run an also be
generated in nite state, and on lude that su h proto ols
have nite state observers.

4.1 Tracking Labels for Protocols
When a LD is performed by a proto ol, how an we tell from
whi h ST it inherits its value? We need to know from whi h
storage lo ation l of the proto ol the LD gets its value, and
whi h ST operation onferred its value to lo ation l. We
now des ibe proto ols with tra king labels whi h provide an
automati way to infer this knowledge. While real proto ol
des riptions do not expli itly have tra king labels, for all
sequentially onsistent proto ols known to us, with an appropriate proto ol des ription language the labeling ould
be generated automati ally from the proto ol des ription.
In a proto ol with tra king labels, ea h state of the proto ol
re ords blo k values in at most L lo ations for some onstant
L (in a hes, queues, and memory where blo ks are stored).
The tra king labels are of two types.

 Ea h transition in Æ (where Æ is the set of transitions
on LD and ST operations) is labeled by a lo ation
identi er l 2 [1; L℄. Intuitively, the operation is read
from or written to lo ation l. Formally, the LD/ST
tra king fun tion is a mapping f : Æ ! [1; L℄.
 For ea h transition t in Æ0 (where Æ0 is the set of transitions on a tions other than LD and ST operations) and
ea h l 2 [1; L℄, the opy tra king label, l (t), indi ates

whether the value stored in lo ation l is un hanged by
the transition t or whether it has been opied from
another lo ation, namely l (t). Formally, for ea h l,
there is a opy tra king fun tion l : Æ 0 ! [1; L℄ (with
l (t) = l if the value is un hanged).

Intuitively, for every run R and lo ation l of a proto ol P
with tra king labels, the ST index of l with respe t to R
is either 0 or is the index of the ST operation from whi h
lo ation l inherits its value upon ompletion of run R. Formally, the ST index, denoted by ST-index(R; l), an be
de ned indu tively using the tra king labels as follows.
1. If jRj = 0 then ST-index(R; l) = 0.
2. If R = R0 ; A, if the transition t taken on A is a ST
operation with tra king label l, and if A is the ith tra e
operation of R, then ST-index(R; l) = i. Otherwise,

if A is not a LD or ST operation then ST-index(R; l)
= ST-index(R0 ; l (t)). Otherwise, ST-index(R; l) =
ST-index(R0 ; l).

Example: An example to illustrate ST indexes and tra king labels is given in Figure 3. This example des ribes a run
of an extremely simple proto ol with two pro essors, P 1 and
P 2, and three blo ks, B 1; B 2; and B 3. Ea h pro essor has
two a he lo ations in whi h values of blo ks an be stored
(part (a) of the gure). Thus, there are four lo ations in all:
P 1's lo ations are numbered 1 and 2, and P 2's lo ations are
numbered 3 and 4. In the illustration, ea h lo ation ontains
information about whi h blo k is being stored there, if any,
and what its value is. Thus, blo k B 1 with value 1 is stored
(by P 2) in lo ation 3, whereas lo ation 2 is unde ned.
The lo ation values re e t the proto ol state at the end of
the run R given in part (b) of the gure. R is of length
four and has three ST operations and one \Get-Shared" operation. The Get-Shared operation auses the value of B 1
stored in lo ation 1 by P 1 after the rst a tion of R to be
opied to lo ation 3 of P 2; it is reminis ent of how values
of blo ks an be shared or opied in real proto ols, albeit
highly simpli ed. The tra king label of ea h transition orresponding to ea h a tion in run R is also given. The rst
operation of R, ST(P 1; B 1; 1) has tra king label 1, indi ating that B 1's value is written in lo ation 1. The se ond
operation, ST(P 2; B 2; 2), has tra king label 4; thus B 2's
value is written into lo ation 4. The third a tion of R is not
a LD or ST operation and so there are four opy tra king labels 1 ; : : : ; 4 asso iated with this a tion, one per lo ation.
Note that 3 = 1 sin e the value now stored in lo ation 3 is
opied from lo ation 1, but i = i for i = 1; 2, and 4, sin e
the ontents of lo ations 1, 2, and 4 are un hanged by the
Get-Shared a tion. The last operation of R, ST(P 1; B 3; 3),
has tra king label 1 indi ating that blo k B 1 is overwritten
by B 3 in lo ation 1. Thus, upon ompletion of run R, the
ST index of ea h lo ation is given by part ( ) of the gure.
Let R0 , LD(P; V; B ) be a pre x of R in whi h the LD(P; V; B )
operation is the j th tra e operation of R. Intuitively, if the
LD operation gets its value from lo ation l and lo ation l inherits its value from the ith tra e operation of R (whi h must
be a ST operation), then (i; j ) is an inheritan e edge. More
pre isely, let t be the transition taken on the LD operation,
and let the tra king label of t be l. Then, if ST-index(R0 ; l)
6= 0 the edge (ST-index(R0; l); j ) is an inheritan e edge of
R.
For any run R of a proto ol with tra king fun tions f and
l , 1  l  L, let the inheritan e graph of R with respe t
to these tra king fun tions be the graph whose nodes are
the tra e operations of R, numbered by their order in R,
and whose edges are the inheritan e edges of R. This graph
is L-bandwidth bounded, where L is the total number of
lo ations in a state of the proto ol. This is be ause, for any
pre x R0 of R, at most L ST operations are \a tive", in the
sense that they are indexed in the set fST-index(R0 ; l)g
and thus may be in future inheritan e edges. Indeed, we
have the following laim.

P1

P2

lo ation ontents
1
B3 : 3
2
?

lo ation ontents
3
B1 : 1
4
B2 : 2

(a)

Proto ol run R
ST(P 1; B 1; 1)

tra king
labels
1

ST(P 2; B 2; 2)

4
1

Get-Shared(P2, B1)
ST(P 1; B 3; 3)

ST
ST
ST
ST

(b)

index(R,1)
index(R,2)
index(R,3)
index(R,4)
()

2
3

1

4

1
2
1
4

3
0
1
2

Figure 3: ST Index Example. Part (a) depi ts the
state of four proto ol lo ations, where lo ations 1
and 2 orrespond to a he lines of pro essor P 1 and
lo ations 3 and 4 orrespond to a he lines of proessor P 2. Lo ation 2 is empty, and ea h of the other
lo ations stores the value of one of blo ks B 1, B 2, or
B 3. Part (b) lists an example run R of length 4, in
whi h the Get-Shared a tion opies blo k B 1 from
lo ation 1 to lo ation 3. Also, the tra king labels of
ea h transition orresponding to the a tions of R are
given. The state of the proto ol in part (a) represents the state upon ompletion of run R. Part ( )
Lists the ST-index of ea h lo ation with respe t to
run R.
Claim 4.1. Let P be a proto ol with L lo ations and
tra king fun tions f; f l g. There is a nite state automaton that, given a run R of P , generates a des riptor of the
inheritan e graph of R.

The generator generates the graph while exe uting the proto ol on run R, and outputs an extended graph des riptor.
Upon transition t = (q; A; q 0 ), the generator does the following:

 If A is a ST operation and t has tra king label l then


output \l, A". (Re all that this adds a new node to
the graph with ID l and label A.)
For ea h l, if l (t) 6= l then output \add-ID( l (t); l)".
(Intuitively, the ST node with ID l (t) is being opied
to lo ation l, so l is added to the set of IDs for this ST
node. More generally, the number of IDs of a ST node
equals the number of opies of the ST in the proto ol
state.)

 If A is a LD operation and t has tra king label l then
output \L + 1; A; (l; L + 1), inh". (This auses a new
node with ID L + 1, labeled A, to be added to the
graph, and an inheritan e edge to be added into A.)

4.2 Finite State ST Reordering
Let R be a run of proto ol P . A ST order graph for R is a
graph whose nodes are the tra e operations of R, numbered
by their order in R. As in se tion 3.1, for ea h blo k B , if
there are u ST operations to B in R then there are u 1 ST
order edges in the graph whi h de ne a total order on these
u operations.
A ST order generator for P is a nite state automaton that,
given run R as input, generates a k-graph des riptor that
des ribes the ST order graph, for some k. Moreover, the
number of states of the automaton is at most the number of
states of P .
Proto ols implemented in pra ti e have the real-time ST reordering property that for all tra es, for ea h blo k B , the
tra e order of STs to B is in fa t the same as the orresponding serial reordering. Thus, the ST order generator is trivial.
One well-known proto ol that does require non-trivial (but
still nite state) ST ordering is the lazy a hing proto ol of
Afek et al. [2℄, but this proto ol has not been implemented
in a real ma hine.

4.3 The Protocol Class
Let P be a proto ol. Let f; f l ; 1  l  Lg be tra king
fun tions and let G be a ST order generator. With respe t
to f; f l g, and G , for ea h run R of P , let W (R) be the
graph whose nodes are the tra e operations of R. The edges
of W (R) are the inheritan e edges of the inheritan e graph
with respe t to f and f l g, the ST order edges given by G ,
the for ed edges implied by these inheritan e and ST order
edges, and the program order edges given by the order of
operations in R.
Definition 4.1. A proto ol P belongs to the lass
if
for some tra king fun tions f; f l g and some ST order generator G , for all runs R of P , the graph W (R) is an a y li
onstraint graph.

Theorem

4.1. Every proto ol in

has a nite state wit-

a LD(P; B; V ) operation remains in the a tive graph maintained by the observer until one of the following events o urs. Let the inheritan e edge to N 0 be from node N . (i)
Another node, N 00 , labeled by LD(P; B; V ) is added to the
graph, along with inheritan e edge (N; N 00 ). Node N 0 an
now be removed be ause there is a path of program order
edges from the N 0 to N 00 . (ii) A ST order edge from N , say
to node S , is present in the graph. In this ase, a for ed
edge is added from N 0 to S .
The number of LD nodes that need to be in the a tive graph
for the purpose of generating for ed edges is bounded by p
(the number of pro essors) times the number of ST nodes
with no outgoing ST order edges. The latter number is
bounded, sin e the ST order graph is bandwidth bounded.
In addition, if ST node S has an in oming ST order edge
(N; S ) where the value of the ST labeling N may be read by
future LDs, then S must be maintained in the a tive graph.
The number of su h ST nodes S is at most L.
Thus, the witness graph is bandwidth bounded, where the
bound depends only on G , L, p, and b and does not otherwise
depend on R, and so the observer is nite state.
To summarize, we have shown the following. Let P be a
proto ol for whi h tra king labels an be generated automati ally and the real-time ST reordering property holds
(or more generally, for whi h a ST order generator exists).
Then, sequential onsisten y an be veri ed by an algorithm that rst generates the observer from the proto ol
in a noninterfering fashion (so that the the set of tra es of
the observer equals those of the proto ol) and then uses a
model he ker (based on our y le- he ker) to verify that
every graph des riptor generated by the observer des ribes
an a y li onstraint graph. Note that the he ker is independent of the proto ol.

4.4 Size of Observer
In order to apply our onstraint graph method to the veriation of a proto ol, the major obsta le will be the size of
the observer. In addition to the proto ol state, the observer
needs to maintain in its state a subgraph of the onstraint
graph that may have a number of nodes up to the bandwidth
bound of that graph. Here, we des ribe an upper bound on
the number of bits of extra state required by the observer,
under reasonable assumptions.

O adds ea h LD and ST operation of R to the graph as
the operation is read. From Claim 4.1 and se tion 4.2, the
inheritan e and ST order edges an be generated in nite
state. It is also trivial to generate the program order edges.

First, we bound the bandwidth of the onstraint graphs of a
proto ol P with L lo ations. We onsider here the ase that
the proto ol has real-time ST ordering, and that the value
of a ST is stored in some proto ol lo ation at least until the
ST following it in ST order has been done. In this ase, with
respe t to a pre x of a run, at most L distin t ST nodes may
be a tively stored in proto ol lo ations and thus may have
future outgoing inheritan e edges. Up to pb LD nodes may
ontribute to the bandwidth needed for generating for ed
edges. Nodes needed for generation of program order edges
and ST order edges are already ounted among these nodes,
so the total bandwidth is bounded by L + pb.

It remains to extend the observer so that for ed edges are
also generated. For this purpose, ea h node N 0 labeled by

For ea h a tive node of the onstraint graph, the node label
must be stored. This requires up to lg p + lg b + lg v + 1 bits.

ness observer.

We des ribe a nite state observer O that, given
P in , along with asso iated tra king fun tions f; f l g and
ST order generator G , onverts a run R of P into a des riptor
Proof.

for a onstraint graph W (R).

Here lg denotes the eiling of log to the base 2; 1 bit indi ates
whether the label is a LD or ST, and parameters P; B , and
V are represented using the other bits. Also, IDs for ea h
ST node are needed, in order to generate inheritan e edges.
An addition L lg L bits are needed to store IDs.
Edges of the onstraint graph must also be represented. If
the a tive nodes are stored in a linear array, no extra storage
is needed for edges. Roughly, this is be ause the nodes an
be stored in an order onsistent with the partial order of
the onstraint graph, so that graph edges an be inferred.
For example, in the linear array order, a ST to blo k B
is followed (not ne essarily ontiguously) by LD nodes that
inherit its value, and no other ST to the same blo k separates
them, so inheritan e edges are ompletely determined by the
linear order.
Thus, an upper bound on the number of bits of extra state
needed by the observer (in addition to the proto ol state)
is (L + pb)(lg p + lg b + lg v + 1) + L lg L bits. This upper bound is likely to be substantially less than the number
of bits in the proto ol itself. Real memory system protools, however, are already roughly at the limits of urrent
model he king tools, so any additional state is problemati
in pra ti e. Fortunately, some simple optimizations should
help to redu e the size of the observer. For example, the
value of a node is needed only to he k that ea h LD gets
the same value as the ST from whi h it supposedly inherits
its value. This he k an be done independently from the
y le-testing he k, thereby saving lg v bits per node.

5. FUTURE WORK
Understanding how the size of the observer an be redu ed,
perhaps by imposing further assumptions on the lass of
proto ols to be handled, is an important dire tion for future
work from a pra ti al point of view, and will help to relate
this work to that of Qadeer [13℄. Extending these te hniques
to other memory models is another important dire tion of
this resear h.
Experimental results will be needed to assess the appli ability of our results in pra ti e. We intend to apply our te hniques to substantial memory system proto ols using model
he king tools and explore means to ombat state explosion.
An interesting theoreti al question is whether the problem
of testing sequential onsisten y is unde idable for proto ols
that are bandwidth bounded. The redu tion used in the
unde idability result of Alur et al. [3℄ exploits proto ols that
are not bandwidth bounded.
Finally, we note that our method an also be used for testing
that a parti ular run of a proto ol does not violate sequential onsisten y, building on the approa h proposed by Gibbons and Kora h [6℄. The nite-state observer and he ker
ould be simulated together with detailed implementation
des riptions that are too omplex for formal veri ation.
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